CLOUDOPS LAUNCHED NEW CLOUD.CA VIRTUAL PRIVATE CLOUD
FROM COLOGIX’S MONTREAL DATA CENTRE
With Cologix providing the entire data centre infrastructure, CloudOps builds top quality
products from the ground up
MONTREAL and DENVER – July 14, 2015 – Cologix, a network neutral interconnection and data centre
company, announced that CloudOps, an award-winning hybrid cloud company and managed services
provider, chose Cologix Montreal to support the launch of its newest offering, cloud.ca. This virtual
private cloud is built on a longstanding, favourable and symbiotic relationship with Cologix, and is
aligned with Cologix’s newest, state-of-the-art Montreal data centre (MTL 7) at 1155 Robert-Bourassa.
For the full story, please read the case study on the Cologix website.
“For a cloud provider like us, finding the right data centre provider is a key decision,” noted CloudOps
Chief Operating Officer Pierre-Luc Bisaillon. “It’s like the foundation of a house – Cologix provides the
infrastructure as a base layer for CloudOps to offer a top quality product that requires a top quality
data centre. Cologix is also focused on colocation and not competing with us, which is important from
the philosophy of true colocation partnership to support the strong growth of our business.”
To facilitate the cloud.ca introduction, CloudOps expanded into the MTL 7 data centre, which annexes
the carrier hotel’s connectivity via Metro Connect services that ride the dark fibre ring that connects all
seven of Cologix’s Montreal data centres. By outsourcing critical IT infrastructure to a professionally
managed colocation facility, CloudOps can go to market faster with a fully resilient supply chain, all the
way through to the power supply. This focus and flexibility is a differentiator for CloudOps in a rapidly
evolving technology landscape.
“Cologix continues to build on the rich ecosystem that intersects in our carrier neutral data centres, so
we are gratified these efforts contribute to the continued success of CloudOps and its new cloud.ca
solution in particular,” said Cologix Canada General Manager Scott Adams. “CloudOps is able to
leverage the stability of our infrastructure to reach a larger audience of on-net customers than they
could anywhere else, and in the process add a unique offering to the underserved cloud market in
Canada. We are happy to support CloudOps’ continued success as one of the fastest growing
companies in Canada.”
About CloudOps
Since 2005, CloudOps has enabled hundreds of enterprises and web-based companies to build their
business in the cloud. Providing private, public and hybrid-cloud solutions for businesses seeking to
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scale and for enterprises making their move to the cloud. Our best-in-class cloud architecture and
proven approach allows companies to confidently, securely, and reliably capture business
opportunities while achieving new levels of business performance. Visit www.cloudops.com for more
information.
About Cologix Inc.
Cologix Inc. is a network-neutral interconnection and colocation data centre company headquartered
in Denver. Cologix provides scalable interconnection services and secure, reliable colocation services.
Cologix operates densely connected, strategically located facilities in Columbus, Dallas, Jacksonville,
Lakeland, Minneapolis, Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver. With more than 350 network choices and
21 prime interconnection locations, Cologix currently serves over 850 carrier, managed services, cloud,
media, content, financial services and enterprise customers. The company’s experienced local service
teams are committed to providing its customers with the highest standard of local customer support.
To arrange a tour of the centre closest to you, contact us at sales@cologix.com. Follow Cologix on
LinkedIn and Twitter.
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